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Abstract 

From thermodynamic principles, species, kinetic temperature and state equations are defined. The 
different equilibrium models to compute a two-temperature plasma composition are presented. The 
effect of lowering of ionization potential on plasma composition is found to be very small. Expres- 
sions for two-temperature plasma transport coefficients are presented. Using the expressions for 
electron and heavy particle transport coefficients, the properties of non .equilibrium argon plasma are 
computed and the computed values in the limit 0 = I agree satisfactorily with the exact theory. 

Key words: 	Local 	thermodynamic equilibrium, 	two-temperature plasma, ambipolar and reactive 
?tat diffusion coefficients, electrons, heavy-particles 	transport properties. 

I. Introduction 

larecent years, a great deal of attention has been paid to studies of high temperature 
It-equilibrium plasma situations such as glow discharges, constricted arcs, plasma 
ins, shock-heated plasmas and magneto-gasdynamic energy conversion devicestes. In 
the above cases, the non-equilibrium effects observed are ionization non-equilibrium, 
notHquipartitio n  of transtatioral energy between electrons and heavy particles and 
thentien non-equilibrium depending on the physical situation. For example, in a 
coasext  tricted arc, the processes which tend to promote these non-equilibrium effects arc 
_...ern.al electric field, thermal conduction, enbipolar diffusion and elastic/inelastic 

t°,:lti 	es 
ori$. 
requir a 

An, effective utilization and exploitation of the plasma under such situa-
knowledge of the thermodynamics of a plasma state first and subse- 
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quently the study of transport processes based on a proper kinetic theory yields t
ra  

nsPoTt coefficients. 

r? 

Only those references related to the study of thermodynamics and transport b 
mews of a two-:emperature plasma are cited in the present work sin.ce the lite 
available on this subject is wide and a vast growing one. The method of aPProach

liTe  the study of thermodynamics of two-temperature plasma follows that of D
rawi:f  i  

Pfenci‘r" and Bose 7. Devotos-'u has presented expressions for transport c odkietnt; ' 
based on a rigorous kinetic theory for an argon plasma under equilibrium conditions 
Kannappan and Bose11 si 2  have reviewed several methods for calculatio n  of transports  pzolerties of a plasma under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. T wo. 
temperature plasma composition and transport properties were presented by them for 
argon and helium plasmas for electron to heavy particle temperature ratio of three. 

The highlights of the present paper are as follows : 1. Two different equilibrium 
composition models based on the Saha equation are presented. The partial deny,. 
tives of electron mole fraction with respect to electron and heaNies temperatures are 
discussed for the two models. 2. The concept of ambipolar diffusion is extended to 
two-temperature plasma situz tions. 3. Equations are presented to compute heat 011X 

due to conduction and diffusion-reaction. 

Part 1 deals with the definitions of local thermodynamic equilibrium ard kiretic 
temperatures of species. Multiple temperature concept is in.troe:uced in context 
with non-equipartition of energy. Thermodynamic state equation aid the Sala 
equation are described/discussed in computing the plzsrra compcsition. MW 
shown in this section is the derivation of transport coefficients for a two-ten:imago 
p!asma. Simplified expressions for the transport properties of electron ar.d haves 
subgases constituting an ionized gas mixture obtained from a rigorous kiretic gory 

are presented in Part 2. The computed transport properties for argon at P= Ibar, 
are presented followed by a brief discussion on the variation of specks' 

properties with temperature. 

1.1. Local thermodynamic equilibrium 

In order to allow a laboratory plasma system to have thermal and chemical Nariaticl
iss  

and still be characterized by a unique temperature and pressure at a pointy 
the coaePti 

local thermodynamic equilibrium originated. Under the restriction of M a  tmi

ti

e  

state of a system at a point is defined uniquely by a definite set of therISY rstate  

functions in Conjunction with the equilibrium law of mass action. 1-loweNcr) the  

parameers are allowed to vary spatiLlly. 
d 	the  

Depending upon the purpose of study, the plasma system onditiors ar 
definition of temperature, numerous definitions of LTE are possible. For ro'

lle zest 
c 	...details 

the reader is referred to the works of Pfen.dcr" and Dravvin 6. It is scal Itaet doniirs t  
appropriate interpretation depends upon which modes of energy stor2gc 
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„ism,. under  given conditions. In the present work of collision-dominated three- 
for a Pat ent  p sin a , the dominant modes of energy storage are the species, thermal 
O P! an d the ionization energy. Hence LTE exists when T. 	= 	= Tz  at 
cot g' ;at  i n  the plasma where each T is defined via the appropriate equilibrium equation. 
each pour 

Non-equipartition of energy and multiple temperature concepts 

a  constricted arc, Incropera and Viegasf made a time-scale study in which a 

n,nresentative relaxat ion time was associated with each of the physical mechanisms 
f.dttified to promote non-equilibrium. Non-. equipartition can be studied with refererce 
to elastic collisions in a gas mixture conteining species of disparate irass. McDaniel" 
bas shown that, on the average, the fraction of the initial kinetic energy possessed by 

and transferred to a less energetic species with mass, mj , during species with mass, /no 

3 single elastic collision. It is given by : 

2mi rnj  
(1) A E  (mi  + 

=ifrn fl'jP E = 1/2. 

For an argon atom IN = = 6 . 635 X 10- '3  kg and for an electron, nr.= 9 . 1 x 
10-" kg, the energy exchange is PE = 3 X 10-5. 

Thus it is apparent that energy transfer during an. elastic collision between specks of 
equal mass is highly efficient whereas it is highly inefficient between species of disparvie 
mass. 

Consider now the perturbation due to applied electric field, on a partially-ionized 
plasma at a certain instant in space. The electrons will very quickly equilibrate amorg 
themselves and approach an equilibrium (Maxwellian) thermal energy distribution, 
then heavier particles equilibrate among themselves and approach Maxwellian distri- 
bution. Under this condition of non-equipartition of energy, two distinct equilibrium 
atstnbutions of thermal energies corresponding to lighter (electrons) and heavy particles 
ye established. Hence the mixture of species of disparate mass is described by two 
different kinetic temperatures T. and TA. 

From an energy balance at steady-state con.dition 7, the departure of the election 
italPerature from the gas temperature is given by the following expression 

T. at  T + 2m h  j \2  
3kB o end 

(2) 

13i Thermodynamic state equations and composition of a two-temperature plasma 
the 

ing are assumptions, approximations, definitions and derived relatiorss : 
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(i) Assumptions 

I. The argon plasma is a three-component mixture of free electrons
9 singly charged ions and atoms or neutrals. 	 MUNI state  

2. All species thermal velocity distributions are Maxwellian with appropriate ki
netic.  temperatures. Atoms and ions have the same velocity or atom and io 

opera.  tines are equal (Tk). 

i. The plasma is quasi-neutral with equal electron ard ion numbcr dctsities. 

4. All particle collisions are elastic binary collisions. 

5. All radiation is optically thin, hence the influence of radiation term is not included 
in the present analysis. 

6. Energy storage in the form of internal electronic excitation is negligible. 

(ii) Thermodynamic state equations of' a two-temperature plasma 

Equation of statc 

p = nek BT. + kJ?, Z ll j  
e 

= nicare  [x0  (O — I) + IVO, where 0 = Teak  

je H means that species, j corresponds to a set of heavy particles, H. 

Caloric equations of state of species 

5 k T B I = 
2 mi  

Equation (4) defines actually species translation enthalpy. HoweN en in the calculation 
of heavy species enthalpy, the energy residing in the plasma in the form of electronic 
excitation, though small, is taken into account. Accordingly, the species total enthalPY 
is 

5 
hi  = R* T, 1  + 'exec hhod en 

(5) 

where • 

abate = R*T2 	Zb  exoe 
bre  

Zbe .„, = E g,k  exp [ EitikaTe) 
je ll  

h;, 0  = heat of formation. at O K 
Enthalpy of mixture is 

5 h 
2 

= R* iv T
° 
 + (1 — er r) TA) ±  

• 

• • • _ 	• 	• 

+R* 

Jeff 

jell 

exp 	Ei,„/kBT, . v 	 
' 	g,k e_vp ( — E ‘alkart) 

(6) 

(3) 

(4) 
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00..ippro.vimations and dclinitions 

on. ,  ma) < 1, in, 	n 	no, 

• 

 

R* .  
to,n.), Rt; = k a V A , ini  = 

a — 	
e 

x. 
ni l n, p W  I = 	n L, _ 	v 	le 	 \ 

ktn 	) 	 0 Inh 1  • 
n 

 

(7) 

00plasma  composition and discussion of models A and b 

Numerical computation of transport properties of coefficients requires an accurate 
4evaluation of plasma composition for which two different equilibrium composition 

models are used. 

ollowing the principle of minimum chemical potentk I, Monti and Napol;Uno -9  F  
and veisi9,10 has  given the following expression for a three-compor,ent plasma in a 

state of chemical, not thermal, equilibrium, which we refer to as model A. 

)S 
	

e 

	 (8) 

From the basics of kinetics and use of the product of partition function evalt ated at 
electron temperature Tr  Kerrebrockn presented the followirg expressior-mcdel B. 

S = n (Vile) 
xi  (9) 

where the subscript i = 1 for neutral particles and i = 2 for singly (Felted ior.s. 

The Saha function, S i  is given by 

Si  = 2 
Zij [ 

 77 27rm
kErtl" 

exp 	AliVkareii 	 (10) 
zi 	2 

11141..0), I, is the ionization potential and 	/i  takes into account the lowering of 
ilieioaization potential due to fields of the charged particles. The expression for a s  /i  
for the present case is as follows : 

"if P Vine (0 + Of re] 

found that LA is very small even if Te  is small, for exa mple, near a cold wall. Corsi- 
Feral!" of A affects the mole fraction only V ely marginally21. The partition 
unetton s  2g, Z4 are evaluated using the Un.skild criteliont 3  for cuttirg cif the series. 

From the following definitions 
x, 	=-"" 1 
	

(12) 
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• 
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x. = - I) xi  + 

a generalized form of the Saha equation for model A in the present Case is 	
(13) 

fi 	n \ 	9 	° 

rt  

1.x t44 + (1 + L) 
 

(14) 
Figures 1 to 4 present representative results of calculation of argon spe c ies /role!  

tions at one atmosphere of pressure and for 0 values up to 10 for both models A  

UV., 

5 	 8 	 12 	 la 

Electron Temperature 	T e  (10
3.

K 

FIG. 1. Com)osition of two-tern7erature argon plasma at
xsinodel 

p 	1 bar for 
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5 	8 	 12 	 16 	 20 
3 n  

Electron Temperature. Te (10 - K) 

Fla 2. Composition of two-temperature argon plasma at p = 1 bar for Model B. 

From figs. 1 and 2 it is seen that the variation of x, with T, for 0 > 1 is generally 
'<eh larger in model A than in model B. 

tab le  how  Shows the values of electron mole fraction for various values of Te  and 0. 
1500(Y K and at one atmosphere the number densities of equilibrium species 
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Heavy Particle 	Temperature , Th(10
3
*K) 

FIG. 3. Electron mole fraction vs. heavy particle temperature with electron temperature as parameter. 

in an argon plasma are almost equal. However, the trend of variation of xf in model  
A in the range 5000 to 15000° K is different from that aboNe 15000 ° K. 

In the expressions for species, diffusion flux and heat flux shown in the next sect '"' 

V.  xi, appears and it is also noted that x e  is a function of electron and heavy Parti ci' 

temperatures. 

Accordingly, the expression of Ver y  is 
(I 5)  

Vx 	dTh  )x dr. = 	seama, 	 •aefil  •••Ala.S. 

Th dy 	dy 

Closed form analytical expressions for partial derivatives of :Ye  with respect  
7'4  are given in Appendix I for both models A and 13. 

	to if  and 
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isbk 1 fraction at various values of T. and 0 for argon 
chniparisan of electron mole 
Lump, bar  for model A 

b view of the peculiarity of variation in x e, in model A, we attempt to study and 
optet the partial derivatives with physical relevance to our study. With the aim of 

naerstanding the situation further, x e, is plotted in fig. 3 for both the models as a func- 

itaofTs with T1  as parameter and in fig. 4 as a function of Th  with T. as parameter. It 

,saa from fig. 3 that ).x .eibli, is positive at all re  and Th for both the models while 

can be seen in fig. 4 to be slightly negative for model A at 7; es/ 16000 0  K. 

It can also be verified numerically from the expressions provided in Appendix I. 

his also well known and is the basis of electron temperature measurement with the 
.,ofelectrostatic probes 24, that T. does not change significantly near the cooled 

le, whereas Tie  changes from wall temperature to the freestream temperature. 
7ref0re, at T,>. 15,500 ° K, atleast theoretically for model. A to be valid, there 

aunt a small electron. flux-and resultant heat flux by diffusion from lower to higher 
:t.tuature. However, model. A violates the second law of thermodynamics 
•rnbstange of electron temperatures and also the total heat flux due to pure conduction 

1t the 	
becomes lower than due to pure conduction alone. It is also found 

rabothe .  absolute magnitude of this reactive heat flux for both the models is much 
n .comparison with the pure conductivity values. In view of the above 

1.11g it is suggested to put ?XIZ Th = 0 for model A at this temperature range 
Itüil is negative. 

4 ' Species diffusion velocities and current densities 
ilhe knowledge of the equilibrium chemical composition of argon plasma, we 

'Ito study the specks diffusion elocities and current densities due to concentra- 

3.8 (Qcs i)  
Xe (O=10) 

0.0202 
0.000402 O. 000105 

0.1072 
0.0078 0 a 00068 

0.2816 0•0850 0.03985 

0.3725 0.2711 0. 1926 

0.4314 0* 4865 0. 4990 

0.4979 O. 50 0. 50 
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FIG. 4. Electron mole fraction vs. electron temperature with heavy particle temperature as la
c nifider.  

under thermal non-equilibrium conditiots. don 	gradients and applied electric field 
Thisfollows from placcien1 	.rInrnne.11 24,f6  _ 	_ 	___.._ ..,... 	. 

pthigs 

It is assumed that in any given state (p, T,
' h  

T ) only electrons, 

- 	
expressed in 

are present in the gas. From eqns. (12) and 13), xi  and A i 1  arc . 

of xe  as 	 061 

x$ I i  = 1 	i (xe  — 
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V xi 	
••'. 

coot densities of species in a plasma with 
..aients are as follows : 
p ar 

14 .0 -- en, V: = en. b aE + eDin V  x. 

vsn operating with 

xi r--- - 

del operator, eqnf. (16) and (17) are written as 

j i = (i 1) en, = e (i - 1) n ib iE- e(I- 1) npi V x i  

ieni z, 11; = eine'  by  E - einDel p xiii 	 (19 a-c) 

substituting the gradients of mole fraction of individual species given in eqns. (18) and 
current densities of species i and (1 + 1) can be written in terms of VA... (19) into (19 a-c) 

The expressions for the species diffusive velocities in the absence of applied field, E, 

obtained from eqrts. (19 a-c), are expressed in terms of V x. 

v; 	(08 1x8) V 

vs, 	(1 +1) (Da) V xe, 

V: = + (Di Ifre-i) V xe 	 (20 a-c) 

It may be observed that eqns. (20 a-c) satisfy the condition, :AY; = 0. 

13. Antbipolar diffusion coefficient 

An diffusion is considered, one of the two possible approaches is used to calculate 
losion flux. One approach involves the use of individual species momentum equa- 
las which are solved to give separate species diffusion velocities as well as resultant 
dxtric field intensity due to space charge set up by charge separation. A second 
1?proach involves invoking the quasi-neutral assumption, thereby equal electron and 

difiusion velocities and an appropriate ambipolar diffusion model. is used. In the 
?reset study, the later approach is employed by neglecting thermal diffusion. 

From eqc. (19 a-c), we get 
Jo  

ne  Xeb 
	 v 
e  

ixAD i  4- x1  . 1h4 1 D6  
XA 	11  V Xs 

n 	x‘ e- :41 De) V xe 	 (21) 
*rig that 

big 	je 
tr. 	* 
k' n 

e 
De -  kart 
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We get 

J 	
' --c— = 1D31 (1 + 0 --)V x e, en 	 x, 

 
Hence, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for a two-temperature pl asma is  

Pen by  the relation 

Dna  = (1 + 0 ) D 
xi 	

oi 
(23) 

Equation (23) is a relation for an 'effective diffusion coefficient' and is a 
function of ratio of electron to heavy temperature, mole fraction and diffusion coefficient of species.  

This relation also holds good even in the absence of applied field, E. For 0 =1 and  
= 1, eqn. (23) reduces to the familiar expression for diffusion under equilibrium 

conditions. The numerical results and discussion on ambipolar diffusion are gilt!) 
in Part 2. 

1.6. Reactive heat conductivities and heat fluxes of species 

For a reacting and radiating gas mixture under certain circumstances, two components 
of energy transfer mechanisms which give rise to an effective increase in the value of 
the thermal conductivity coefficient, were identified. They at diffusion and radiation 
processes. A total thermal conductivity coefficient of j-th species in a mixture is 
defined as 

k ;  = kg  + kvi  + kR 	 (24) 

If it; is the relative velocity due to diffusion of j-th species carrying an enthaipy,k, 
the total enthalpy flux due to diffusion carried on to the colder region in a two-:empuls 
ture plasma, is given by 

H=Z p h i , 	= e, i and ir 

Since p l  = (k alr) nip )  = moilNA  and Hi  = nijki  we can arrive at 
expression for enthalpy flux and using eqns. (20) and (23) 

o  b 
H= 

n 
D (1!„ + H. 	H PA-, NA  

Upon realizing eqn. (15), eqn. (26) leads to two expressions for reactive 
of electrons and heavy particles 

the folio% 

(26) 

' h conductsies  

The total heat flux due to conduction 
now be written in terms of gradients of 
pnder LTE conditions as 

(27) 

(28)  

temperat pre pf  elpctrpns and holey 
particles 

kr
e 	N 

= (11D
) 

[He  + 1 1  - Ha 
A 	

V e 

k th = 	
v 	

[lie  + Hot 	114) .Sts  
A 

nD  

and diffusion in 
the absence of rdiation.co 
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k ek V TA — k re lc7 	+ E p i  v;ii i  
q 	 tze, H 1 

(k + h) V Th (k 0  k r( ) V 1", 

k k 1S7 Th  k V re 	 (29) 

(similarity of cicciron a.i (.1 lieres 
n the  most ideal case of 0 = constant 	 y particle 

i  
• , t yre, fields), eqn. (29) reduces to 

teat‘ra 
q • - • — (A —Is' 0 I C 	Th  = - kvrh 	 (30) 

13. Discussion of 
thertnodynamics and transport coefficients 

Localt hermal equilibrium, species' kinetic temperatures and state cquatiors are defined/ 

presented for A two-temperature plasma based on thermodynamic principles. Also 

derived are the transport coefficients for a multiple-ionized non-equilibritm plasma and 

exittessions for species heat flux. 	Plasma composition is obtained for argon up to 

=10 at pressure one bar and electron heavy particle temperatures up to 20000° K. 

While Model B gives positive values of partial derivatives with respect to electron and 
wavy  particle temperatures correctly, atleast the partial derivative becomes negative at 

certain temperatures for model A, which results into a small heat flux due to diffusion 
ill direction opposite to that due to the pure conduction. A suggestion is made 
to handle such a situation for Model A. 

fart Z. Transport properties of a two-temperature argon plasma 

loview of the difficulties in obtaining experimental values over a wide range of tempe- 
Turesand pressures encountered in plasma situations, we find that a theoretical method 
*calculating the non-equilibrium transport properties is best suited for our study. 
With a small perturbation in distribution function and following the method of Chap- 
3n-Enskog, solutions8 1 9  are reported for transport coefficients of heavies and electron 
dgases. We extensively use the results of Devotes in conjunction with the expressions 
&eloped in Part I for numerical computation of two-temperature argon plasma trans- 
Pon properties. The average cross-sections required for the determination of trans- 

3ftPrOperties of a singly ionized two-temperature argon plasma are as in Kannappan 
lad Bose.  

Weary particle transport coefficients 

It:tPresent here only the simplified expressions for heavies transport coefficients to the 
rrest_ aPProximation. These expressions arc linked with the two-temperature plasma 

In
7, Position results in Part 1. The heavy particles (atoms and ions) are treated as a 

arY mixture. 

Denotin the 
he diffusivities of the pair i—j in a binary and a multi -

comporert mixture 
' and D 

respectively, the diffusion coefficient is given by the expression 
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where 

[ _
i_  xkOnkinzi) 21k — 0  1 Do = Oil 1  M XiOit + Xj0fk 4. Xk°ijesi 

(31) 

(27tk a TA 	1  
16n 	 404, j (1 • 1)  

Tile subscripts i and j take the following combinations in the expression for 
D4, 

(i, 	(i + 1, i), (i + 1, e), (e,i) and (e, i 	1) 

[D
e, i )] in D; .i 

9 = D t ilt I Imn. 	

6•s, • ( 1   
ynk  Di  1. j , i 	Deiif X (32) 

and Dana  for a two-temperature plasma is given by eqn. (23) in Part 1. 

Thermal conductivity and viscosity with the first approximation are calculated from 
Devotos. The viscosity of the mixture has been assumed to be entirely due to the hem 
particles. The ion contribution of electrical conductivity is neglected bccause it is of 
the order of A (nielinh) times thc electron contribution. 

2.2. Electron transport coefficients 

For the calculation of electron subgas transport properties, fourth approximation is 
used. 

De  . 3 n  (2irk - B T Nil 	1 
° 	2 	€ 	in. 	) 	1 q I 

q 11 

q
11 

TI' 

q 12 

el  2 q - 

q32 

q 13 

q 23 

q33 

, 

The electrical conductivity due to electrons is 

= el ne D„Ik EI T„ AlVm 

The expression for thermal conductivity is (reactive heat 
Part I). 

1712/s 	 (33) 

(34) 

conducthity is Oen in 

	

el 	q02 	q°3 
1lit 	 (35) 

	

• f 1 	 42 	23 m q- q-  

	

el 	q32 	q
33 

VOtC8. Ike 
The determinant, 1 q 1 and the expressions for elements q's are from re cal 

. 	ai ds  

contribution of electron to the mixture viscosity is neglected on th
e  physi gr" 

, 
that the viscosity of a species is ptoportional to the suqare root of its mass  

2.3. Discussion of transport properties 

In figs. 5-8, only representative of the two-temperature t ransport proPer ties °f fiagrug: 

plasma is shown at p =1 bar. Those curves for which 0 	I in all threpevote. 

correspond to the case of equilibrium conditions and agree with the 
results 01 

ice  = 75/42  k B  (2irk 3TA 112  
8 \ in, ) 
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Te 20000K 

— 16000K 

— 14000K 

— 12000K 

— 10000K 
ARGON 

a 
	 PRESSURE r. 1 bar 

4 	 a 	 IL 3 
Heavy Particle Temperature (10 )•ti 

16 

Ambipolar diffusion coefficient of a two temperature argon plasma. 

Figure 5 shows a uniform variation of D umb  with Tio  and figs. 6 and 7 the total 
:kiron and heavies thermal conductivity coefficients respectively. The total thermal 
aductivity variation of heavies is different from that of electrons as observed in 
ktfs.6 and 7 respectively. The electron heat conductivity coefficient increases steeply 
.Jp to T '2..d 140000° K whereas the temperature above 14000° K, there is no appreciable 
'Irene. This is due to the fact that electror.s up to T r.t. I4OCOC K, acquire high 
mobility and also lesser fraction of neutrals present in the mixture (refer fig. 3 x e  vs 
Tkviith parameter, T 6). The contribution of heavies to total mixture conducthity is 
p7reciable at lower temperatures and is negligible at higher temperatures. The 
a;xture total thermal conductivity at lower temperatures is due entirely to the atoms 
A. ing.  to the large neutral particle cross-sections. Figure 8 shows the variation of , 
iiiteP1 conductivity with electron temperature and 0 as parameter. The increase 
ilectrical conductivity beyond a certain electron temperature shown in fig. 8 with t e

ea,  sing 0 values is due to the domination of charged particle interaction at high 8,.c  
n temperatures. The decrease in a with increasing 0 values for a gilen T, [kw

s  11 re results 	
effect (i.e., domination of e-A interaction at low values of 

). " Th i 

r 

thievi 	high 	
in fig. 8 also demonstrate quantitatively the possibility cf 

The nvgaluhelsghofvtara
luneof electrical conductivity at reasonably lower grs temperatures. 

transport properties of argon shown in figs. 5-8 arc limited to a untalimum temperature of 200000K b ecause  Aria' ion should be considered in con -Lpu- 8the co 	. 
InPosttion and transport coefficients beyond this limit. 
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Fw. 6. 

1 	 4 	 8 
Heavy Particle Temperature 

Electron total heat conductivity coefficient of a 

ps 
3 	• 

(10 ) 7  K 

two-temperature argon plasma. 

3. Summary and conclusion 	 multiple°  
the and 

In part l we have discussed the LTE, the non-cquipartition 
of ergy 

ynanliC state erq _

uati  

„0. 
temperature concept in a two-temperature plasma. Thermod 

and 
	

n Saha equation are defined/discussed. Also show are the derivations 

o

of elec

tlocrinnith.  

stons for transport coefficients of a two-tempera.ture plasma. Variation 

en

ons 
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„ Heavy 	Partici*? Temperature 

kJ' Heavy  particle total heat conductivity coefficient of a two-temperature argon plasma. 

[
'action as a function of electron and heavy IN 
Wits With special reference to argon at p = thtlbe 

Partial derivatives of ; with respect to T, 
direction and hcat flux diffusion. In Part 2 

teti
ficients of electron and heavies subgascs 

trticle temperatures is studied for both 
bar and temperatures up to 20000° K. 

and T,, are discussed with reference to 
are shown the expressions of transport 
constituting a plasma mixture. The 
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FIG. 8. Electrical conductivity of a two-temperature argon plasma. 

P ofi  
computed results of transport properties of two-temperature argon plas a

t 

bar are shown and discussed. Comparison with earlier results for the specia l 

: 
 

a plasma under thermal equilibrium shows a good agreement. 

Nomenclature 

a, b 	variables defined in Eqn. (A. 5) 
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mobility coefficient 
diffusion coefficient 
binary diffusion coefficient 

electric field 
elementary charge of electron 
functions defined in Eqrs. (A. 

molar enthalpy 
specific enthalpy 
Planck constant 
ionization potential 
ionization index, for neutrals 

current density 
nnitnnann constant 

3, 4 and A. 8, 9) 

i = 

pule heat conduction coefficient 
reactive heat conduction coefficient 

mass of a particle 
molar mass 
Avagadro number 
number density 
pressure 
heat flux vector 
universal gas constant 
Saha function 
temperature 
diffusive velocity 
mole fraction 
partition function 

a 	degree of ionization. 
energy loss factor 
density 
temperature ratio, T igh  

Sibsoipts  

Conduction 
electron 

ttina 	equilibrium 

heavy particle, ion or atom 
heavies (ions plus neutrals) 
ionization index, for neutrals i 
Species 

reactive or diffusive part 
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Appendix A 

Tivo-temperature 
Saha equation and its partial derivative expressions 

The following analytical expressions of partial derivatives for model A are used in the 

calculation of species coefficients, and fluxes as well as in the systems of equations 
formulated to sudy the energy transfer processes. 

Model A 
gO 

n'e s—  f TA 

TA 
dx. 	g 	,. 0 

f TA ± 

r  , 	
(kaTcYJ 

(A.1)  

(A.2)  

where 
[0 (x + a) + x e) 

1= x:(x, + a) 
[0 2  (1 — bx e) 	b (1 — x6) — O  

(1 — bx.) [x.(0 — 1) + 1] 
(A .3) 

_ 	(1  — x.) 
I, 4_ 	— log. (Six e) 

g  [x, (0 — 

a = (1 — 	b = 0 + 1)1i 

(A.4)  

(A.5)  

The following are the expressions for model B. 
g 

bT, fTh  

g 	112.5 + 	1 
)711 	Th 	L Te 	(kaTc)lii 

(A.6)  

(A . 7) 

where 

- 
1) (1 	2bxe)  (A.8) f r.  2x, + a 

xe  (x. + a) (1 — bx.) [x.(0 — 1) + 1 

1 — xe  
g EATUR—Ti—_ 

and b from equation (A . 5). 

(A.9) 


